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Abstract

Crime amount prediction is crucial for optimizing the police patrols’ arrange-
ment in each region of a city. First, we analyzed spatiotemporal correlations of

the crime data and the relationships between crime and related auxiliary data,

including points-of-interest (POI), public service complaints, and demo-

graphics. Then, we proposed a crime amount prediction model based on 2D

convolution and long short-term memory neural network (2DCONV-LSTM).

The proposed model captures the spatiotemporal correlations in the crime data,

and the crime-related auxiliary data are used to enhance the regional spatial

features. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets are conducted. Results

demonstrated that capturing both temporal and spatial correlations in crime

data and using auxiliary data to extract regional spatial features improve the

prediction performance. In the best case scenario, the proposed model reduces

the prediction error by at least 17.8% and 8.2% compared with support vector

regression (SVR) and LSTM, respectively. Moreover, excessive auxiliary data

reduce model performance because of the presence of redundant information.

KEYWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Crime prediction helps governments and police depart-
ments develop crime prevention strategies. Recent studies
have demonstrated that crime prediction is closely
related to the urban sustainable development and citi-
zens’ quality of life [1]. Thus, researchers in industry and
academia are actively studying this problem from various
perspectives, for example, crime trend forecasting, crime
rate inference, and crime hotspots detection. Crime
amount prediction, which attempts to predict the number
of crimes in a given region, can provide guidance in
terms of optimizing the arrangement of police patrols

and has attracted increasing attention. Therefore, in this
paper, we focus on crime amount prediction.

Criminal theories, for example, the routine activity
[2] and national choice [3] theories, suggest that crime
distribution is highly determined by time and space. A
previous study [4] also validated spatiotemporal correla-
tions in crime, including intra-region temporal correla-
tion and inter-region spatial correlation. Thus, existing
work on crime amount prediction has incorporated either
or both temporal and spatial correlation. Recently, big
data reflecting city dynamics have become widely avail-
able, for example, crowd-generated points-of-interest
(POI), human mobility, and public service complaint
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data. Such data contain helpful context information
about crime [4–7]. For example, POI density can charac-
terize neighborhood functions, which could facilitate
crime prediction, for example, regions with fewer educa-
tion facilities may experience more crime.

In this paper, we investigate crime amount prediction
by employing spatiotemporal correlations and multiple
crime-related auxiliary data sources. In summary, our
primary contributions are summarized as follows:

• We analyze the temporal autocorrelation and spatial
correlation in crime data. We also investigate the rela-
tionships between crime and related auxiliary data,
including POI, public service complaint source, and
demographics data.

• We design a crime amount prediction model based on
2D convolution and a long short-term memory neural
network (2DCONV-LSTM). The proposed 2DCONV-
LSTM model captures the spatiotemporal correlations
in crime data and extracts regional features from the
crime-related auxiliary data.

• We conduct experiments on real-world datasets col-
lected in Chicago to evaluate the prediction effect of
the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model on regions with
different crime rates and analyze the influence of differ-
ent related auxiliary data on crime amount prediction.

• The proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model improves predic-
tion performance compared with SVR and LSTM. In
addition, the performance of the proposed model dif-
fers for regions with different crime rates. Moreover,
excessive auxiliary data negatively impacts the perfor-
mance of the proposed prediction model because of
the presence of redundant information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. The data used in this study
are described in Section 3. The spatiotemporal correla-
tions in the crime data and the relations between crime
and the related auxiliary data are investigated in Section 4.
In Section 5, we introduce the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM
model. Section 6 presents and discusses experimental
results obtained on real-world data. Finally, Section 7 con-
cludes the paper, including suggestions for future work.

2 | RELATED WORK

Generally, previous crime amount prediction studies can
be grouped into three main categories.

The first category is based on the temporal correlation
in crime, where the commonly used method is time-series
prediction. For example, a previous study [8] investigated
whether it is possible to accurately forecast crime counts

one month ahead for small areas, for example, police pre-
cincts, and they found that Holt exponential smoothing
with seasonality exhibits good prediction accuracy. In
addition, using property crime data for 50 weeks, an auto-
regressive integrated moving average has been employed
to predict the number of property crimes one week in
advance [9]. Another study [10] designed an auto-
regressive model based method to forecast the number of
crimes that will occur in rolling time horizons. In addition,
a LSTM network was employed to predict the daily num-
ber of theft crimes in a large city in northern China [11].

The second category is based on the spatial correlation
in crime. Previous studies have demonstrated that crime
in a single region is highly correlated with neighboring
regions and is influenced by various demographic features,
for example, the population structure, economic level, and
education level in the given region. Thus, previously
studies typically employed geographical influence and
demographic information to estimate the number of
crimes in a region [12,13]. Recently, big data reflecting city
dynamics have become widely available, and such data
can enhance the spatial features in a region to improve
prediction accuracy. For example, previous studies [5,6]
used POI distribution features to assist the demographic
features and used taxi flow as hyperlinks to supplement
the geographical neighbors. Here, under the best case
scenario, the POI distribution and taxi flow reduces the
prediction error by 17.6%. Another study [14] used
Foursquare venues data to predict crime counts in New
York. They derived static spatial features, for example, the
total number of venues, and dynamic spatial features that
integrate knowledge about the way the population inter-
acts with these venues, for example, check-ins in a region.
Other studies [15–17] also investigated the potential of
human mobility data, including POIs, Foursquare venues
and check-ins, and subway and taxi rides, to derive spatial
features and measure the relationship strengths among
regions for better crime prediction.

Both temporal and spatial correlations in crime are
considered in the third category. Criminal behavior in a
certain type of crime, for example, burglary, is similar to
earthquakes that increase the risk of subsequent earth-
quakes (or aftershocks) near the location of the initial
event. Thus, a self-exciting point process method in seis-
mology has been used to model the given crime and gain
insight into the form of the space-time triggering function
and temporal trends in burglary rates [18]. In another
study [19], a hybrid model of spatiotemporal sequences
comprising neural networks and spatiotemporal auto-
regressive moving average method was constructed to
predict future crime counts. In addition, a previous study
[20] proposed a spatiotemporal crime prediction
approach based on spatial analysis and an autoregressive
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model to detect high-risk crime regions in urban areas
automatically and reliably predict crime trends in such
regions. However, these previous studies only considered
historical crime data. To advance crime prediction, urban
data have been exploited to provide better understand-
ings about crime dynamics [4]. For example, in a recent
study, the authors attempted to predict street crime by
combining historical crime data and urban transitional
zones identified from nightlight imagery into a rigorous
spatiotemporal model [21].

Note that the first two categories of crime amount
prediction are analyzed from a single time or space per-
spective. If both the temporal and spatial correlations in
crime are considered simultaneously, it is expected that
crime analysis research will be advanced in meaningful
ways [22]. Thus, with the development of spatiotemporal
analysis technology, work representing the third category
has attracted increasing attention in recent years. How-
ever, generally, such work is in the initial stage because
determining how to understand temporal and spatial cor-
relations in crime using urban data is challenging. The
current study falls into the third category. Specifically, in
the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM crime amount prediction
model, we analyze the spatiotemporal correlations in
crime data and use crime-related auxiliary data (POIs,
311 complaints, and various demographic features) to
enhance regional spatial features.

3 | DATASETS

In this study, we focused on Chicago as the target of
study because very complete data are available to the
public for this city [23]. Note that the proposed model
can be applied to other cities. Chicago has 77 community
areas, and these areas are well-defined, historically recog-
nized, and have been stable over; thus, a community area
is used as a geographical region in our study. The follow-
ing data sources were collected in this study.

• Crime data: We collected crime data from April 21th,
2002, to July 20th, 2019. Each record contains detailed
information about the time, location (i.e., the commu-
nity area number, latitude, and longitude), and the pri-
mary type of crime. Figure 1 visualizes the overall
crime amount by community areas.

• POI data: POI data provide venue information, for
example, GPS coordinates, venue category, and venue
reviews. In total, we crawled 42 401 POIs from Four-
square. These POIs belong to nine major categories:
nightlife, residence, shop & service, travel & transport,
outdoors & recreation, professional, arts & entertain-
ment, college & university, and food.

• 311 public service complaint source: In Chicago, resi-
dents can call 311 to file complaints about non-
emergency incidents that affect their lives, for
example, noise and potholes. A high number of
311 complaints can indicate poor social governance in
the given region. Thus, 311 complaints are related to
crime to a certain extent. In this study, two categories
of complaints were considered, that is, abandoned
buildings and graffiti.

• Demographic features: Previous studies have demon-
strated that crime correlates with certain demographic
features in this region. For example, a previous study
[5] suggested that the poverty index positively and
strongly correlates with crime, while ethnic diversity
negatively correlates with crime. Here, we collected
seven demographic features, that is, percentage of
black, poverty index, percentage of occupied housing
units with more than one person per room
(i.e., percentage of crowded housing), percentage of
aged 16 and over unemployed, percentage of aged 25
and over without high school diploma, percentage of
aged under 18 and over 64, and per capita income.

Given historical crime data and the aforementioned
crime-related auxiliary data sources, the goal of this study
was to develop a model to predict the number of crimes
in each region a future period, for example, 1 week.

4 | DATA ANALYSIS

As mentioned previously, criminal theories suggest that
crime is not distributed randomly in time and space. In
addition, various ubiquitous data, for example, POIs,
311 complaint sources, and demographics, can influence

F I GURE 1 Overall crime amount in Chicago by community

areas
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crime. In this section, we discuss a quantitative analysis
of these factors to provide the groundwork for the pro-
posed crime amount prediction model.

4.1 | Temporal correlation

Autocorrelation functions are used to measure the tem-
poral correlations among crime time-series data for each
community area. For time delay k, the autocorrelation
coefficients for community area m are calculated as
follows:

ρmðkÞ¼
Cov xmðtÞ,xmðtþkÞð Þ
σ xmðtÞð Þ σ xmðtþkÞð Þ ð1Þ

where xmðtÞ and xmðt þ kÞ denote the number of crimes
in community area m in time slots t and tþk, respec-
tively, Covð�Þ is the covariance, and σð�Þ is the standard
deviation.

Figure 2 shows the autocorrelation coefficients of
10 randomly selected community areas. As can be seen,
the autocorrelation coefficients exhibit a descending
trend with increasing time lag. In addition, when the
time lag is less than 15, the autocorrelation coefficients
for most community areas are greater than 0.6, which
indicates high temporal correlation. These observations
can be used to select the appropriate time lag for the pre-
diction target.

4.2 | Spatial correlation

The spatial correlation is measured using Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient as follows:

ρm,n ¼ Cov Xm, Xnð Þ
σ Xmð Þ σ Xnð Þ ð2Þ

where Xm denotes the crime time-series data of commu-
nity area m and ρm,n is the Pearson coefficient between
community areas m and n. The Pearson coefficients
among community areas are shown in Figure 3. As can
be seen, the number of crimes is positively and strongly
correlated among most community areas. This spatial
correlation supports the use of a single model to predict
the number of crimes in all community areas rather than
individual models for each community area because
nearby related inputs can improve prediction
performance.

4.3 | POIs

The densities of different categories of POIs are useful to
profile a given region’s functions, and the functions affect
the occurrence of crime in the given community area to a
certain degree. Here, the Pearson correlation coefficient
is used to investigate the relationship between crime and
POIs. In this case, qm denotes total number of crimes
within the data collection period (i.e., from April 21th,
2002, to July 20th, 2019) in community area m. In
addition, Q denotes the crime vector, where element
Qm ¼ qm. Then, the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the p th category of POIs and crime is calculated
as follows:

F I GURE 2 Autocorrelation coefficients relative to different

time lags for 10 randomly selected community areas

F I GURE 3 Pearson coefficients among community areas
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ρp ¼ Cov Q,Up
� �

σðQÞ σ Up
� � ð3Þ

where Up is a vector representing the density of the p th
category of POIs for all community areas in a city. Note
that each element in this vector is the number of venues
belonging to the p th POI category. Table 1 shows the
Pearson correlation coefficient values between the POI
categories and crime. Notably, all categories of POIs are
positively correlated with crime. Among them, crime is
most closely related to the “Nightlife” category, showing
a correlation coefficient of 0.444 37. In addition, crime is
only weakly correlated with the “Professional” category.
Too many features with weak correlation may affect the
prediction accuracy; thus, we selected the five categories
of POIs with the highest correlation coefficient values as
the input to the proposed prediction model. These POI
categories are nightlife, shop & service, outdoors & rec-
reation, arts & entertainment, and food, whose correla-
tion coefficients are all greater than 0.3.

4.4 | Demographics and complaint
sources

Similar to POIs, demographic features and 311 complaints
in a community area are related to crime in this area.
Here, we used the same method as POIs to analyze the
correlation between crime and demographic features and
311 complaints, and the results are shown in Tables 2
and 3, respectively. Here, we selected three categories of
demographic features whose correlation coefficients are
all greater than 0.2, that is, percentage of black, poverty
index, and percentage of aged 16+ and unemployed, as
the input to the proposed prediction model. In addition,
two complaint categories were selected.

5 | PROPOSED 2DCONV-LSTM
MODEL

5.1 | Overview of the proposed model

Figure 4 shows an overview of the proposed 2DCONV-
LSTM model for crime amount prediction. The model
inputs comprise the historical crime amounts in all
regions in a city and the crime-related auxiliary data of
all regions, including POIs, 311 complaints, and demo-
graphic features. The outputs of the model are the
predicted number of crimes for all regions. The proposed
2DCONV-LSTM involves three main modules, that is,
extraction of spatiotemporal features in crime, extraction
of regional features, and feature fusion. These three mod-
ules are described in detail in the following.

5.2 | Extracting spatiotemporal features
in crime

Here, let Zt denote the crime vector in the t th time slot
for all regions in a city, where element ZtðiÞ is the
number of crimes in region i in the t th time slot.
Considering the spatiotemporal correlations in crime
among regions and the historical status of regions, we
apply the time-delayed crime amounts of all regions
(i.e., Zt�1, Zt�2, :::, Zt�r) as inputs, and we employ a
LSTM neural network [24] to automatically extract the
spatiotemporal features in crime. The LSTM neural

TAB L E 1 Pearson coefficient between POI categories and

crime

POI category Pearson coefficient

Nightlife 0.444 370

Residence 0.226 137

Shop & service 0.333 078

Travel & transport 0.297 540

Outdoors & recreation 0.348 034

Professional 0.140 297

Arts & entertainment 0.343 070

College & university 0.275 750

Food 0.385 317

TABL E 2 Pearson correlation between demographic features

and crime

Demographic feature
Pearson
coefficient

Percentage of black 0.357 394

Poverty index 0.305 665

Percentage of housing crowded 0.119 145

Percentage of aged 16+ unemployed 0.231 139

Percentage of aged 25+ without high
school diploma

0.034 467

Percentage of aged under 18 or over 64 –0.151 630

Per capita income 0.029 662

TABL E 3 Pearson correlation between 311 complaint

categories and crime

311 complaint category Pearson coefficient

Abandoned buildings 0.644 330

Graffiti 0.167 341
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network is a type of recurrent neural network. A
LSTM network employs the memory cell structure to
store long-term dependencies. This storage unit has
three main elements, that is, an input gate, a forget
gate, and an output gate. The LSTM neural network
can learn long time-series data and has been applied
successfully in many studies involving time-series pre-
diction, for example, traffic flow prediction and human
trajectory prediction. A recent study [25] employed a
LSTM neural network to model spatiotemporal air pol-
lutant processes in which the air pollutant concentra-
tion of one air quality monitoring station is related to
the previous status and those at nearby stations. The
spatiotemporal correlation in crime is similar to that of
air pollutant concentration; thus, the module used to
extract spatiotemporal features in crime draws on the

literature [25]. The output vector of this module
(Figure 4) is denoted Y ST. Note that the effect compared
with individual LSTM neural networks for each region
without considering spatial correlations among regions is
discussed in Section 6.

5.3 | Extracting regional features

According to the correlation analysis presented in
Section 4, crime can be affected by regional factors, for
example, demographics and POIs. In addition, the spatial
neighbor effect of crime means that crime in nearby
regions with similar regional factors may affect each
other more, and it can be handled effectively by convolu-
tion, which can hierarchically capture spatial feature

F I GURE 4 Overview of proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model
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information. In our implementation, we primarily con-
sider three regional factors, that is, POIs, 311 complaints,
and demographic features.

First, these three factors employ the same method to
construct a tensor, as shown in Figure 4. In the following,
the tensor construction method is described using POIs
as an example. According to the neighborhood relation-
ship of each region, all community areas in Chicago are
approximately mapped to a 15�9 lattice (Figure 5). We
then define a POI tensor QPOI �RnPOI�15�9 to represent
the POI density of all categories for all community areas
in Chicago. Specifically, Qp,i,j

POI is the total number of
venues belonging to the p th POI category in the commu-
nity area corresponding to grid ði, jÞ. In addition,
Qp,i,j
POI ¼ 0 if grid ði, jÞ has no corresponding community

area. Here, nPOI is the number of selected POI categories.
Similarly, for 311 complaints and demographic features,
a 311 tensor Q311 �Rn311�15�9 and a demographics tensor
QDEM �RnDEM�15�9 are defined, respectively. In addition,
n311 and nDEM are the number of selected 311 categories
and the number of selected DEM categories, respectively.
The three tensors are then connected into a single tensor
Qaux �RðnPOIþn311þnDEMÞ�15�9. Finally, tensor Qaux is
followed by a 2D convolution layer. After the convolution
operation, the output feature matrix of the three crime-
related auxiliary data is denoted Maux.

5.4 | Feature fusion

Here, we discuss how we fuse the module outputs of
extraction of spatiotemporal features in crime and extrac-
tion of regional features analyzed above. First, regional
feature matrix Maux is reshaped into a regional feature
vector, and then one fully-connected layer is employed to
map the regional feature vector to Y aux, which has the

same shape as YTS (Figure 4). Then, Y aux is concatenated
directly with the extracted spatiotemporal feature vector
from crime data as follows:

Yf ¼Y ST & Y aux ð4Þ

where & represents concatenation. We then stack one
fully-connected layer on Yf , which is used to map Yf to
Yo that has the same shape as Zt. Finally, the predicted
value at the t th time slot, denoted Zt, is defined as
follows:

Zt ¼ sigmoid Yoð Þ ð5Þ

where sigmoid is a nonlinear activation function.

6 | EVALUATION

In the following, we discuss experiments conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed 2DCONV-
LSTM model on read-world datasets collected from
Chicago. Here, we primarily attempt to answer the
following questions.

(a) What is the performance of variants of the proposed
2DCONV-LSTM model with different combinations
of crime-related auxiliary data?

(b) How does the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model per-
form compared with representative baselines?

(c) What is the prediction effect of the proposed
2DCONV-LSTM model on regions with different
crime rates?

We discuss a cross analysis of these three questions in
the following.

F I GURE 5 Schematic of a map of

Chicago mapped to a 15�9 lattice
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6.1 | Experimental settings

We implemented the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM based on
Keras, which uses TensorFlow as its backend engine. The
basic experimental settings are summarized as follows.

(1) Crime data were collected from April 21th, 2002, to
July 20th, 2019. We set a 1 week period as the time
slot. We selected data from the last 48 time slots as
the test set, and all data prior to that period were
used as the training set.

(2) To analyze the prediction effect of the proposed
model on regions with different crime rates, the
77 community areas in Chicago were divided into
five levels according to the total number of crimes in
each community, as shown in Table 4.

(3) Note that several hyperparameters should be preset
prior to constructing the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM
model. Through a series of contrast experiments, the
basic architecture of the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM
model is obtained. For the LSTM neural network, a
single LSTM layer is used, and the number of nodes
in the LSTM layer is selected from a candidate set
of f10, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800,
900, 1000g. In addition, the 2D convolution layer
uses five filters, and the size of the convolution ker-
nel is 3�3. A nonlinear activation function sigmoid
is employed in the 2D convolution layer. In addition,
we use Adam with default parameters as the opti-
mizer and mean square error as the loss function to
train the model.

(4) The time lag in the module used to extract spatio-
temporal features is selected from a candidate set of
f3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15g according to
temporal correlation analysis.

(5) The crime prediction performance is evaluated
according to the average root mean square error
(aRMSE), which can be formulated as follows:

aRMSE¼ 1
N

XN
n¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
K

XK
k¼1

x
_

n,k�xn,k
� �2

vuut ð6Þ

where N is the number of regions studied and K is
the number of test samples. In addition, x

_
n,k and xn,k

are the predicted and observed crime amounts,
respectively.

6.2 | Prediction of all regions
simultaneously

To evaluate the influence of the crime-related auxiliary
data, we consider seven 2DCONV-LSTM settings
according to different combinations of auxiliary data. We
also consider the case where the 2DCONV-LSTM model
does not consider any auxiliary data (we refer to this case
as Just-LSTM). Note that the full version of the proposed
2DCONV-LSTM model (Section 5) is referred to
2DCONV-LSTM-f. Table 5 lists the specific combinations
of auxiliary data and the corresponding model names.

First, we focus on the aRMSE of all regions in the
city. The results are shown in Table 6. As can be seen,
the aRMSE value of Just-LSTM is 10.050, and the aRMSE
values of most variants of the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM
model are less than 10.050, which suggests that the auxil-
iary data improve prediction performance. The
2DCONV-LSTM-d variant obtained the best performance
with appropriate model complexity (the time lag was
13, and the number of nodes in the LSTM layer was 100),

TAB L E 4 Division of community level in Chicago

Community level Total no. of crime No. of communities Average weekly no. of crime

High ≥ 150 000 14 217.7313

Medium-high [100 000, 150 000) 11 132.2334

Medium [50 000, 100 000) 19 78.259 88

Medium-low [25 000, 500 00) 18 40.255 49

Low <25 000 15 19.936 59

TABL E 5 Combinations of auxiliary data and corresponding

model names

Model name POIs Complaints Demographics

Just-LSTM

2DCONV-LSTM-p √

2DCONV-LSTM-c √

2DCONV-LSTM-d √

2DCONV-LSTM-pc √ √

2DCONV-LSTM-pd √ √

2DCONV-LSTM-cd √ √

2DCONV-LSTM-f √ √ √
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and it reduces the error to 9.981. However, it is also
found that the performance of 2DCONV-LSTM-f is the
worst. Its aRMSE value is 10.081, and the number of
nodes in LSTM layer is increased to 600. The result dem-
onstrates too much auxiliary data can interfere with the
prediction model, resulting in the worse performance
and a significant increase in the model’s complexity.

We also investigated the results obtained for regions
with different crime rates. The aRMSE of community
areas at different levels is shown in Table 7. Four key
observations are summarized in the following.

(a) Combined with the average weekly number of crimes
in Table 4, we found that the accuracy of crime pre-
diction was reduced with a decreasing crime rate. This
is because the lower the crime rate, the greater the
contingency, and the lower the regularity of crime,
which leads to difficulty in the crime prediction task.

(b) For community areas with medium-high crime rates
and above, the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model has
obvious advantages. We also found that the perfor-
mance of the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model in
regions with a medium-high crime rate was better
than that for communities with a high crime rate.

For community areas with high crime rate, the error
of 2DCONV-LSTM-pc variant is the lowest and the
aRMSE value is reduced by 1.6% compared with Just-
LSTM. For community areas with medium-high
crime rate, the aRMSE values of all 2DCONV-LSTM
variants are reduced by at least 1.2% compared with
Just-LSTM, and the aRMSE value of the best
2DCONV-LSTM-p variant is reduced by 3.9%.The
time autocorrelation of crime is stronger in regions
with high crime rate; thus, the role of the auxiliary
data used to extract regional spatial features in the
proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model will be reduced to a
certain degree.

(c) In regions with a medium crime rate and below,
the advantage of the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM
model weakens gradually. The aRMSE value of the
best 2DCONV-LSTM variant is reduced by 0.5% and
0.3% compared with Just-LSTM in regions with a
medium and medium-low crime rate, respectively.
For regions with a low crime rate, the performance
of the Just-LSTM variant of the model exceeded that
of other variants of the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM
model. This indicates that the regularity of crime
decreases with a decreasing of crime rate, which
increases the interference of the auxiliary data in
the prediction model.

(d) The full variant of the proposed model, that is,
2DCONV-LSTM-f, did not achieve the best perfor-
mance on regions with various crime rates. This
demonstrates that excessive auxiliary data reduces
the performance of the prediction model because it
contains redundant information.

6.3 | Prediction of individual regions

In the previous subsection, we discussed the results
obtained when the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model and

TAB L E 6 aRMSE of all regions in Chicago

Model name aRMSE Time lag
No. of LSTM
nodes

Just-LSTM 10.050 14 100

2DCONV-LSTM-p 9.999 13 600

2DCONV-LSTM-c 10.046 9 100

2DCONV-LSTM-d 9.981 13 100

2DCONV-LSTM-pc 9.982 13 100

2DCONV-LSTM-pd 10.066 10 300

2DCONV-LSTM-cd 10.011 12 300

2DCONV-LSTM-f 10.081 12 600

TAB L E 7 aRMSE of community areas at different levels

Average RMSE of communities at different levels

Model name High Medium-high Medium Medium-low Low

Just-LSTM 18.251 14.331 9.371 6.499 4.377

2DCONV-LSTM-p 18.184 13.765 9.474 6.564 4.382

2DCONV-LSTM-c 18.270 14.046 9.355 6.571 4.484

2DCONV-LSTM-d 18.190 14.044 9.324 6.476 4.378

2DCONV-LSTM-pc 17.950 14.041 9.336 6.641 4.395

2DCONV-LSTM-pd 18.508 14.156 9.328 6.480 4.427

2DCONV-LSTM-cd 18.289 13.838 9.420 6.524 4.413

2DCONV-LSTM-f 18.663 13.902 9.397 6.530 4.397
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the Just-LSTM variant of the model were employed to
predict the crime amount of all regions simultaneously,
which improves time efficiency. However, from the pre-
diction results, we found that the best aRMSE of all
regions does not mean that a good prediction result was
achieved for each community area. Computer processing
power is improving rapidly; therefore, here, we propose a
bold assumption, that is, if each community area is
allowed to use the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model sepa-
rately to find its best RMSE value without considering
time efficiency, how will this affect the performance of
the proposed model? To investigate this problem, we
compared the performance of the 2DCONV-LSTM and
Just-LSTM models with the performance of following
representative baseline models.

• Support vector regression [26]: Support vector regres-
sion (SVR) is a representative application of a support
vector machine that is used to handle regression prob-
lems. In this experiment, a linear kernel function was
used. Here, when each community area executes the
SVR, the time lag is selected from a candidate set of
f3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15g to find the
best RMSE value.

• LSTM-single: Here, each community area employed
the LSTM neural network separately using input data
from the region itself. Note that a single LSTM layer is
used in this case. When each community area executes
the LSTM neural network, the number of nodes in the
LSTM layer and the time lag are selected from candi-
date sets of f10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100g and
f3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15g, respectively,
to find the best RMSE value.

Table 8 shows the aRMSE values of the community
areas at different levels and the overall aRMSE value of

all regions. Here, we observe that the prediction results
are significantly better than those discussed in the previ-
ous subsection, which meets our expectations. We make
the following additional observations.

(a) Compared with the SVR and LSTM-single models,
both the Just-LSTM model and various variants of
the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model exhibit better
prediction performance. The aRMSE values of all
2DCONV-LSTM variants, particularly for the regions
with high crime rate, are reduced by at least 17.8%
and 8.2% compared with SVR and LSTM-single,
respectively. The SVR and LSTM-single models,
which are merely time-series prediction models, are
used to conduct prediction experiments for each
region separately using input data from the region
itself. This demonstrates that capturing both tempo-
ral and spatial correlations in crime plays an impor-
tant role in crime prediction.

(b) Overall, the prediction effect of the proposed
2DCONV-LSTM model is still better than that of the
Just-LSTM model in this scenario. However, com-
pared with the results of simultaneous prediction of
all regions (Table 7), we find an interesting and
opposite phenomenon. Specifically, the advantage of
the proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model was gradually
enhanced with a decreasing crime rate. In regions
with a high crime rate, the performance of the
2DCONV-LSTM model variants was not as good as
that of the Just-LSTM model. As can be seen, with a
higher crime rate, the region can better find its best
RMSE value using the Just-LSTM model with appro-
priate complexity, and the auxiliary data used to
extract regional spatial features in the proposed
2DCONV-LSTM model are weaker (and even coun-
terproductive in some cases).

TAB L E 8 Individual prediction results for each region

aRMSE of communities at different levels

Model name High Medium-high Medium Medium-low Low Overall aRMSE

SVR 20.373 14.602 9.271 6.361 4.437 10.429

LSTM-single 18.246 13.804 8.989 6.159 4.252 9.776

Just-LSTM 16.593 12.971 8.777 6.002 4.172 9.251

2DCONV-LSTM-p 16.704 12.962 8.753 5.994 4.152 9.259

2DCONV-LSTM-c 16.752 12.919 8.707 5.983 4.164 9.251

2DCONV-LSTM-d 16.672 12.972 8.701 5.967 4.154 9.235

2DCONV-LSTM-pc 16.671 13.052 8.756 6.001 4.159 9.269

2DCONV-LSTM-pd 16.636 12.985 8.760 5.975 4.148 9.246

2DCONV-LSTM-cd 16.660 13.047 8.716 5.980 4.158 9.251

2DCONV-LSTM-f 16.653 12.971 8.747 5.984 4.169 9.250
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7 | CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed the 2DCONV-LSTM
crime amount prediction model, which captures the spa-
tiotemporal correlations in crime data and extracts
regional features from crime-related auxiliary data. We
evaluate the proposed model in extensive experiments on
real-world datasets from Chicago. Overall, the results
demonstrated that capturing both temporal and spatial
correlations in crime and using auxiliary data to extract
regional spatial features reduces the crime prediction
error compared with SVR and LSTM. In addition, the
performance of proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model differs
for regions with different crime rates. The prediction
effect of 2DCONV-LSTM was even a little worse than
that of the Just-LSTM variant for regions with low crime
rates in the prediction of all regions simultaneously and
regions with high crime rate in the prediction of each
region separately. We also found that too much
auxiliary data may contain redundant information, which
negatively impacts the performance of the proposed
prediction model.

Based on our results, there are several interesting
research directions. First, we would like to improve the
proposed 2DCONV-LSTM model on the basis of observa-
tions that the spatiotemporal correlation in crime data
and regional spatial features extracted from the auxiliary
data have different effects on crime amount prediction
for regions with different crime rates. Second, we believe
that it is important to thoroughly investigate the relations
between crime and auxiliary data and study how auxil-
iary data are selected to improve the accuracy of crime
prediction. Third, in this study, we did not distinguish
between different types of crime. In fact, according to
criminology and recent studies, different types of crime
are intrinsically correlated. Thus, exploring the correla-
tions among crime types and exploiting a framework that
realize the prediction of different types of crimes remains
a challenging but interesting problem.
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